DWI
Production lines for
monoblock aerosol cans

Production machines for cylinder forming, decoration, shaping and necking
Lightweight monoblock cylinders
Full process knowledge for aluminium and steel cans
Overall tooling competence in all forming processes
Highest reliability by best product quality and production efficiency
Customised line designs according to production site layout
Wide decoration variety, huge range of product shapes and finishes

wifag//polytype group

Hi-Flex DWI 200

Mall + Herlan GmbH
Wöschbacher Strasse 33
DE-76327 Pfinztal
Phone +49 721 946 010
Fax +49 721 946 01 99

Aluminium or steel from a coil enters at the
front, and cans ready to be filled are the finished
product at the end of the line – in a single
continuous process. The line consists of three
modules: the frontend produces the cylinder. In
the decoration the lacquers and the print artworks
are applied to the cylinder. The backend consists
of necking and quality checks, including postwashing. mall//herlan owns the whole expertise
to ensure that each single step of the production
process, from the very beginning right through
the very end of the line, runs perfectly.
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The new line for DWI aerosol cans

mall//herlan is one of the world’s leading producers of
machines and complete production lines for monoblock
metal packagings such as aerosol cans, bottles and tubes
made from aluminium or steel.
mall//herlan is known for producing the highest quality
products in conjunction with providing the highest quality
of services for its customers. Each single employee is
motivated to continuously improve the products and services
offered by mall//herlan. This not only means that top-class
industrial production lines are produced, but also new trends
are constantly being set through continuous further
development.
As a reliable partner and innovative trendsetter, mall//herlan
is only interested to make our customers the most successful
players in the industry. The company is more than happy to
go that extra mile in order to ensure that its customers enjoy
this success.

Customised DWI production lines for
steel and aluminium cans

Strong, stable, adaptable and flexible cylinder making process
Optimized material utilization due to flexible tool arrangements
Reliable transfer systems
Energy-saving features
High-quality premium decoration
Huge necking and shaping varieties create unique shapes and designs
Easy access for quick size changes and maintenance

If you deal with large lot sizes, less shapes per line and would like to save material, the Hi-Flex
DWI200 line is the best choice. This mall//herlan production line produces up to 200 cans per minute
in a continuous process. The extremely effective production means that the impressive production
volume of 60 to 70 million individual containers is produced annually. The DWI frontend is followed by
decoration and shaping/necking to complete the aerosol cans or bottles. mall//herlan´s expertise is
underlined by over 100 years of experience in the field of mechanical engineering and manufacturing
of machines.
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Example layout Aluminium DWI-Line
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Can data
Can diameter mm

45 – 66

Max. extruded can length mm

250

Max. trimmed can length mm

235

Max. production speed cpm

200

